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i. introduction

Having weathered the toughest of ecommerce times, merchants continue to grow the online channel by investing 

in better merchandising to add value for existing customers and to reach new ones. In order to optimize the 

customer experience it is essential to understand consumer shopping behavior and deliver a consistent, targeted 

experience across all channels and marketing vehicles. Over the past three years MyBuys has commissioned 

the e-tailing group to survey online shoppers regarding personalized merchandising to gather both the historical 

perspective and monitor trends that ultimately shift selling dynamics. Consumer acceptance of personalized 

selling coupled with successful merchant deployment across almost every category clearly suggests that the 

foundation has been laid for broader personalized merchandising. Seizing the opportunity beyond the site, taking 

advantage of marketing that includes social media, and retargeting will soon be standard among savvy sellers. 

The tools that automate such experiences will be key drivers for personalized merchandising. This white paper 

shares the findings of our 2010 research and includes a visual guide that showcases a series of examples in 

support of our recommendations concluding with a checklist for best-in-class execution.

ii. methodology

For the third consecutive year the e-tailing group in conjunction with MyBuys conducted an online survey of 

consumers. In April, 2010 this survey was fielded to 1,021 consumers who have shopped online four or more 

times in the past year spending more than $250 via ecommerce in that period. They completed a questionnaire 

online to gauge consumer sentiments surrounding personalized merchandising. We sought to include a broader 

range of younger consumers as we introduced social media in this year’s study.
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Demographics % of 2010 Sample

Male 49%

Female 51%

18-34 15%

35-44 26%

45-54 25%

55+ 34%

Under $100,000 44%

$100,000+ 51%

No income posted 5%

College Educated + 75%

Children in Household 36%



iii. key research conclusions

  Consumers find personalized merchandising helpful, convenient, and both a time-saver as well as an aid 

  for making better choices - all of which impacts their purchasing

  The presence of recommendations where consumers consider add-on items to their order sees impact 

  across multiple product categories with media, apparel, and health/beauty ranked strongly

  Personalized merchandising enriches shopping onsite and the post-order experience where purchasing 

  follows deployment

  While 50% of consumers expect to find personalized merchandising on the home page, merchant 

  recommendations’ role on the product page grows in importance as over 60% expect merchants to  

  recommend similar products in addition to related items

  Beyond a merchant’s website, consumers are open to receiving personalized merchandising on 

  informational sites or via traditional post-order tactics (direct mail, package inserts, advertising)

  Social media engagement on the part of merchants and consumers suggests ecommerce is poised 

  for personalized merchandising efforts where sharing is seen in products both being previewed  

  and purchased

iv. top-line learning sets the stage for tomorrow’s growth

personalization begins with customer insights
Multiple online shopping personalities afford many opportunities to extend and enhance experiences via 

personalized merchandising. Whether your customers are surgical shoppers or those who visit multiple 

times before consummating a purchase, knowing their behavior patterns should foster successful selling. 

Today’s retailers are in a unique position to personalize the shopping experience by delivering a more targeted 

presentation. Under such a scenario the appropriate assortments are better positioned and the likelihood of 

incremental purchasing increased.
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Q: which of the following best describes your typical behavior  
when making purchases for products online?

key research findings
The importance of personalized merchandising opportunities is built on the confirmed belief and foundation that 

retailers have effectively delivered such recommendations to their customers. Today’s consumers have now given 

retailers the green-light to extend personalized merchandising as such experiences have proven beneficial for 

both buyers and businesses alike; 43% find personalized merchandising helpful and convenient as well as a time-

saver for making better choices; for 39% they result in a purchase often to once in a while.

Q: how do you typically react when you see products that are truly  
personalized for you on a website? check all that apply.
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I tend to browse for the right product and it takes me 

multiple visits to multiple sites before I purchase

I am a surgical shopper and tend to quickly look for  

the product of interest but when prompted, and if  

the product is right, may add an item or two

I am a price shopper so I browse until  

I know I have the right price

I am a surgical shopper and tend to quickly look for a specific 

product of interest and only purchase that product

I am a procrastinator so I often browse beyond  

what I am looking for and when prompted  

will often consummate the sale

34%

25%

25%

14%

2%

 

I find them helpful and often make a purchase

Personalized product recommendations  

are convenient and save me time

Personalized product recommendations  

allow me to make better choices

I find them valuable and make a 

 purchase once and a while

I find them valuable but don’t typically make  

an additional purchase after viewing them

I never notice products that are personalized  

during my web shopping experience

11%

17%

15%

28%

22%

33%

 



When asked about the importance of recommended products in the overall shopping experience 39% state that 

they are very to somewhat important to that activity.

Q: how important are recommended products in the overall shopping experience?

more key survey findings

  Consumers derive value from personalized merchandising with 40% reporting the shopping experience 

  very to somewhat valuable when merchants offer personalized merchandising

  Over 50% of consumers have come to expect personalized merchandising starting with a personalized 

  home page while 1 in 4 consumers look for these tailored experiences at the search results, product,  

  and category pages

  These expectations and the consistency of the experience across the retail landscape benefits retailers as 

  77% of consumers will purchase a recommended product once in a while or more frequently

Very Important Somewhat 
Important

Neutral – 
sometimes 
valuable, 

sometimes not 
valuable

Somewhat 
unimportant

Not at all 
important

11%

28%

39%

14%

8%
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Factoring in purchasing patterns suggests that 77% of the merchants can expect consumers to take 

advantage of add-on selling opportunities.

Q: when you purchase a product online, how often do you purchase  
additional product that was recommended to you by the merchant?

It is interesting to observe that categories, such as Media, where personalized experiences have 

been standard since their online inception top the list of where online shoppers are more apt to 

make an add-on purchase. Other categories, such as Apparel, with outfitting as standard fare and 

Technology, which requires the right product selection to support specific needs, rank high as well. 

Health and Beauty has long been a category where customers test product extensions at retail and 

now online. Across the-board, one can certainly conclude that there will always be a way to integrate 

personalized selling into the shopping experience. Understanding one’s customers, coupled with 

category purchasing behavior/tendencies can enhance the bottom line.

How likely are you to make an add-on purchase (beyond the product already  
purchased) when shopping within each of these product categories? Rate each 
category 1-5 with “5” being the most important and “1” not important at all.

Category Top Verticals

Media (books, music, video) 1

Apparel 2

Health and Beauty 3

Technology (computers, TV’s) 4

Sporting Goods 5

Home (furniture, appliances, decor) 6
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2010 2009

 

All the time Some of the time Once in awhile Never

16%

56%

23%

5%
2%

19%

55%

24%



v. the product page

The product page is the destination where many consumers land on sites and from which most make their 

purchases. Thus it is instrumental to understand what matters most to consumers and how personalized 

merchandising has evolved at this location. There are three things that shoppers now expect as a part of 

their shopping experience; clear and alternative product images, merchant and customer-generated product 

information, and personalized merchandising in the form of product recommendations. Experiences on the product 

page are delivered through a rich media perspective including zoom functions (95%), alternative views (94%), and 

color change (89%). Product and category-centric information can be presented from the merchant perspective in 

the form of buying guides and videos and from the consumer point-of-view with user-generated content as well 

as ratings and reviews (91%). Rounding out the list is personalized merchandising via recommended or related 

products (65%) which has become an expectation for the majority of shoppers on the sites they shop. 
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Beyond a product description and product images, how important is having the  
following capabilities on a retailer’s website when it comes to selecting and ultimately 
purchasing a product? Rate each capability 1-5 with “5” being the most important  
and “1” not important at all.

Capablilities
Extremely to somewhat  

important (Top-3)

Zoom 95%

Alternative views 94%

Customer reviews and ratings on products 91%

Color change 89%

Category buying guides and expert opinions (i.e. Consumer Reports) 80%

Merchant-supplied videos of the product 67%

Merchant recommended or related products 65%

Awards received (i.e. Parent Magazine, PC Magazine) or “As Seen On”  
prouduct mention (i.e. Oprah’s Pick) 57%

Customer-supplied videos of the product 52%

Collection selling (i.e. View in a Room or Shop by Outfit) 50%

Sharing (Online tool that enables peope to connect and share information
through social networking such as Facebook, Twitter, del.icio.us, etc.) 42%



product page showcase
The product pages that follow showcase best practices, ranging from comprehensive product information  

to rich experiences and recommended products where alerts and customer service messaging complete a  

well-rounded package. 
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Road Runner Sports - Product Page

Messaging: You May Also Like

# of Recommendations: 2 

Personalized Tactics: Cross-selling

Page Position: Bottom

Other Merchandising of Note:

– Shop easy! Get personal alerts

– Live Help Access

– VIP Club Tout

Online Shoes - Product Page

Messaging: You May Also Like and 

Recommended for You

# of Recommendations: 5/2 

Personalization Tactic: Alternative 

Products and Up-selling

Page Position: Bottom

Other Merchandising of Note:

– View all products from brand  

   being featured including logo

– Customer Service branding

– Recently Viewed
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Merchants must make choices of how to populate personalized merchandising areas and insights into desired 

tactics eases that arduous job. Two out of three shoppers expect merchants to recommend similar products as 

well as related items on the product page with knowledge of one’s customer and the brand dictating the optimal 

parameters. Category plays a role as well where, for example, a selection of a particular shoe style would invite 

greater scrutiny of similar models while a category like technology would need to ensure compatible related 

products are shown. Regardless of the category the majority of merchants will look to related or matching product 

across the gamut of sites. Placement also comes into play. Although our research found consumer interest so 

high that 61% notice recommendations always/sometimes even if they fall below the fold, we would suggest 

positioning for visibility prior to scrolling.

Q: i expect to see the following types of recommendations on the product page  
when shopping any given retailer’s site. check all that apply.
 

 

 

 

 
Similar products to the item I selected 

in the same price range

Matching items, related accessories  

or components

General promotions for other 

categories or store-based services

Several more expensive versions  

of a product selected

34%

25%

24%

14%

J.Crew - Product Page

Messaging: Our Stylists Also Love

# of Recommendations: 5 

Personalized Tactics: Cross-selling

Page Position: Right

Other Merchandising of Note:

– Appointments with personal

   shopping expert

– Customer service banner 

   information



purchasing behavior points to success stories
Regardless of placement, retailers are focused on revenue growth and improving the bottom line. In retail, it was 

common practice that consumers often traded up to more expensive products when effectively sold by a sales 

associate. This same phenomenon also applies online, as 76% of shoppers frequently upgrade their product 

selections as a result of a product recommendation.

 

Q: how often do you upgrade your selection to a larger and/or more  
expensive item when a retailer makes that suggestion?
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Discovery Channel Store - Product Page

Messaging: You May Also Like

# of Recommendations: 3 

Personalized Tactics: Up-selling

Page Position: Right

Other Merchandising of Note:

– Tabbed interface

– Preview Clip

– Customer Service confidence 

   building links

All of the time Most of the time Some of the time Once in awhile Never

3%

8%

20%

45%

24%
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 vi. post-order and email experiences 

location, location, location
Each holiday season the e-tailing group conducts a mystery shopping study of 100 retailers. As charted, retailer 

penetration of merchandising tactics at the product page and in the shopping cart have been strong for the past 

three years. Increasingly, consumers expect to receive additional merchandising via post-order communications, 

particularly emails that confirm orders (53%) and shipping status (45%). The significant trend that these numbers 

support is the escalation of personalized merchandising deployment once the order has been placed.

Source:  the e-tailing group 2009 Annual Mystery Shopping Survey         * Subset of 100 merchants 

Q: after you check out on a merchant’s site, where else do you expect  
to receive follow up recommendations? check all that apply.

After you check out on a merchant’s site, where else do you expect  
to receive follow up recommendations? Check all that apply.

Tactics 2009 2008 2007 

Product page Up-sells/ Cross-sells 98% 95% 96%

Shopping Cart Merchandising 78% 73% 79%

Shopping Cart Confirmation Merchandising 51% 37%   48%*

Order Confirmation Merchandising   68%*   55%*   46%*

Shipping Confirmation Merchandising   63%*   45%*   37%*

 

 

Order confirmation and email

Shipping confirmation and email

Thank you page following the check out

None of the above

Email after receiving the product I ordered

Email after receiving the product I ordered
asking for a rating and revew

23%

23%

24%

34%

53%

45%

36%

39%

39%

32%

24%

18%

2010 2009



More importantly, consumer behavior reflects the presence and performance of these efforts as 46% of surveyed 

shoppers always/sometimes buy something as a result of post-order recommendations. 

Q: when seeing recommendations in these communications from  
retailers which one of the following describes your behavior?
 

 

Further support for post-order recommendations is the fact that 53% of these consumers value personalized 

merchandising in order and shipping confirmations.

Q: beyond customer service information, after placing your order (post-order) which of  
the following content has the most value in order and shipping confirmations?
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I always buy something

I sometimes buy something

I never buy anything

 

I don’t even notice these 

recommendations

I typically don’t even open 
these recommendations

3%

43%

21%

17%

16%

 

General category or store-based promotions

Personalized product recommendations that  

link directly to the website for additional details

Personalized product recommendations that can 

be purchased by directly adding to a shopping 

cart from the email with one click

47%

36%

17%
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shopping cart confirmation

order confirmation

Barnes & Noble - Cart Confirmation

Merchandising Elements: 4

Personalization Tactics:

– Gift with Purchase

– Community Introduction via Book Clubs

– Gift Cards

– Free Gift Reminders

Lancôme - Order Confirmation

Merchandising Elements: 1

Personalization Tactics: Best Sellers

Other Merchandising of Note

– QuickShop Functionality

– Customer Service Contact Information

– Social Links
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Gaiam - Shipping Confirmation

Merchandising Elements: 3

Personalization Tactics: Up-selling

Other Merchandising of Note

– Contest

– Ratings

– Reviews

shipping confirmation



part II : extending personalized merchandising 

Although personalized selling is ever evolving, technology advancements coupled with current penetration levels 

and strong consumer engagement suggest that the time is ripe for merchants to take personalized merchandising 

to the next level. Part II of our research explores the aggressive growth of social and sharing tactics as well as the 

multitude of locations where consumers indicate they are ready to embrace such tools. Before delving into these 

opportunities, a review of highlights and trends the e-tailing group found in the 9th Annual Merchant Survey will 

provide perspective, particularly as it relates to personalization.

i. the promise of personalization arrives

Personalization has long been the elusive promise of Internet shopping but with technological advancements 

and merchants focused on moving beyond merchandising standard fare we are finally seeing momentum with 

both onsite merchandising and marketing initiatives planned. Merchants indicate that up-sells and cross-sells are 

contributing more to overall revenues with 34% of merchants reporting contribution in the 5%+ range vs. 23% in 

that range last year.

Across the board more personalization is evident on websites and in emails where merchants are increasingly 

taking advantage of technology to dynamically show product and tailor email based on past behavior.

Q: how do you define personalization relative to your website  
and emails? check all that apply. 
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We provide a limited amount of personalization

We intend to add personalization in 2010

Post-order emails are sent based on purchases

Site greets returning customers by name

Our emails are very personalized
based on past customer behavior

We have no personalization and don’t anticipate
adding such functionality in 2010

Site dynamically shows product based
on past customer purchases

We offer tools that allow the customer to personalize 
the experience or profile their needs

18%

18%

22%

25%

26%

42%

34%

20%

23%

45%

34%

12%

14%

9%

16%

7%

2010 2009
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When asked “What initiatives are you planning to improve website performance?” 52% of merchants vs. 41% 

in 2009 indicated that their attention was focused in this area. Behind essential search tools, pricing and email, 

personalization sees strong gains, where 52% of merchants intended to pursue personalization initiatives for 

improving performance and 54% also saw its value from a retention perspective.   

Q: what initiatives are you planning to improve website  
performance? check all that apply.

 

 

More targeted email programs

Adding or improving onsite search

Enhanced onsite merchandising features

Cross-sell/Up-sell

Site redesign/Upgrades

Usability or A/B testing

Social networking

Content development

Enhancing customer service

Web analytics

Personalization/Customization

Videos

58%

58%

53%

60%

66%

70%

79%

72%

55%

65%

76%

69%

53%

53%

52%

48%

51%

44%

43%

67%

52%

28%

41%

2010 2009
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21%
23%

12%

26%

17%

7%

17%

27%

15%

7%

37%

10%

40%

5%

36%

Total 18-44 45+

All the time Most of the time Some of the time Once in awhile Never

ii. social and sharing

The exciting growth opportunities and media buzz center around social media and onsite sharing continues to 

gain momentum. From a mystery shopping perspective, the greatest percentage increases in penetration were 

seen in sharing via social networking (+30%). We found the same intensity of interest in our 3rd Annual MyBuys/ 

e-tailing group survey as consumers shared information with friends about products found while browsing (57%) 

as well as for products that they purchased online (65%).

Not surprisingly 18-44 year olds are more apt to share information with friends about products they have 

browsed or purchased on the web than older consumers though precedence suggests adoption across the entire 

population over time.

Q: how often do you share information with friends about products you  
have found in the following ways? rate each frequency 1-5 with “5”  
being the all of the time and “1” never: products I purchased online

How often do you share information with friends about products you  
have found in the following ways? Rate each frequency 1-5 with “5” being  
the all of the time and “1” never.

Share information All / most / some of the time

Products I purchased online 65%

Products I found while browsing the web 57%



It is still too early in the adoption cycle for social media to quantify the impact on ecommerce. However, it is clear that 

Facebook is in the lead for information gathering with ¼ of shoppers sharing via the interface. Facebook is primed 

to enhance social media’s use in retail with its multiple integrations off of Facebook.com. It should be comforting for 

merchants to see that previewed information consists of recommendations by both friends and retailers. 

 

Q: how often do you preview information about products in  
the following ways? rate each frequency 1-5 with “5” being  
the all of the time and “1” never. (Top-3)

product page sharing 
The product page is well positioned along with social media sharing links as noted on the left side of this clean 

Container Store layout.

  

With consumer interest growing exponentially merchants should have social pages in place, particularly 

Facebook. Intermix includes a Mother’s Day floral giveaway and wisely ties it to a visit to one of their NYC 

locations to engage shoppers during this important holiday.
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Recommendations posted  

by friends in Facebook

Recommendations posted  
by retailers in Facebook  

Recommendations I see from  
those I follow on Twitter

Recommendations I receive  
from my Twitter followers  

25%

22%

15%

14%



iii. moving beyond post order communications

Merchants can leverage traditional marketing to test personalized merchandising as many customers would be 

apt to respond to post-order recommendations on packing slips, via direct mail or even online ads. Such embrace 

means that today’s consumers have clearly given merchants permission to test in any and all of these locations. 
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Thinking about other ways that retailers can share personalized product recommendations based 
on past purchases, how likely would you be to make an additional purchase beyond the product 
you have already bought from each of the following locations? Rate each location 1-5 with “5” 
being the all of the time and “1” never (Top-3)

Locations Very / Somewhat / Mixed likelihood

Packing slip that arrives with your purchase 50%

Direct mail after you have received your purchase 46%

You see similar products in a banner advertisement  
on a popular website

43%
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retargeting rewards
After browsing for a specific item, 28% of consumers find that related personalized merchandising on information/

content sites is helpful and can result in a purchase. Consumer interest in seeing similar products in a banner or 

on a popular site should encourage merchants to test retargeting. The purchasing numbers also suggest almost 

half of consumers make a purchase when tempted through retargeting, broadening merchant opportunities.

Q: when you have recently been shopping for a specific item but haven’t  
made the purchase and then are prompted to purchase that or something  
very similar as you are browsing the web for information (i.e. CNN, ESPN,  
USA TODAY), what is your reaction to that?
 

 

retargeting
The two examples below present varying ways that retailers can retarget. Cooking.com reinforces both their 

branding value proposition that includes strong branded goods while Golf Galaxy leads with free shipping and 

dynamic product recommendations as options for browsers.

Cooking.com via USA Today

 

It is helpful and once in awhile  

I will purchase that item

It is very helpful and i often complete my  

purchase after seeing that item again

It does not impact me one way or another

I find it somewhat annoying but sometimes  

make the purchase despite that annoyance

I find it annoying and never  

make the purchase

23%

5%

23%

20%

29%
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Golf Galaxy via USA Today Sports 
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iv.  the e-tailing group personalized merchandising checklist 

The customer has spoken and they are ready to receive personalized merchandising across the

ecommerce landscape and beyond. This short checklist can serve as a reminder for best-in-class execution.

  Ensure that your product page has both the core and category-centric 

  elements that make for a comprehensive shopping experience

  Learn about your shopper as they browse and buy from your site. Upsells 

  and cross-sells that are personalized to the shopper is only the start of  

  merchandising to them individually.

  Post-order confirmations are opportune times to remarket to shoppers 

  with recommendations and promotional messaging 

  Reach out to your customers via social strategies where Facebook and 

  Twitter should be natural fits for most businesses

  Augment your product page with sharing tools to take advantage of viral marketing 

  Move out of your comfort zone and test retargeting tools to explore when and 

  where customers will make the final selection 

 



about us

the e-tailing group
The e-tailing group, inc. serves as the multi-channel merchant’s eye, bringing a merchant’s sensibility to 

evolving the multi-channel shopping experience. A Chicago-based consultancy, they provide practical strategic 

perspectives and actionable merchandising solutions to merchants selling online as well as to enabling 

technology firms. For more background about this research study or for additional information on the e-tailing 

group, inc. please contact Lauren Freedman via email to LF@e-tailing.com , by phone 773-975-7280 or visit the

e-tailing group website www.e-tailing.com.

MyBuys is the leading provider of personalized recommendations for multi-channel retailers. The company 

builds deep profiles based on each individual shopper’s behavior, then uses a patented portfolio of algorithms 

and real-time optimization to deliver the most relevant recommendations. MyBuys’ clients are increasing average 

order value by 45 percent, improving conversion rates by 90 percent, and boosting overall online revenue 10-30 

percent. Over 250 retailers, including more than 50 of the Internet Retailer Top 500, partner with MyBuys to offer 

intelligent, personalized recommendations to their shoppers. Based in Redwood City, Calif., MyBuys is a privately 

held company. Visit them online at www.mybuys.com.




